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Abstract. The 3D-high efficiency video coding has introduced tools to obtain higher efficiency in 3-D video cod-
ing, and most of them are related to the depth maps coding. Among these tools, the depth modeling mode-1
(DMM-1) focuses on better encoding edges regions of depth maps. The large memory required for storing all
wedgelet patterns is one of the bottlenecks in the DMM-1 hardware design of both encoder and decoder since
many patterns must be stored. Three algorithms to reduce the DMM-1 memory requirements and a hardware
design targeting the most efficient among these algorithms are presented. Experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed solutions surpass related works reducing up to 78.8% of the wedgelet memory, without degrading
the encoding efficiency. Synthesis results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm reduces almost 75% of the
power dissipation when compared to the standard approach. © 2018 SPIE and IS&T [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.27.1.013025]
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1 Introduction
The 3-D video services have become very popular in recent
years, leading to the intensive investigation of innovative
technologies to execute them effectively and efficiently.
The Joint Collaborative Team on 3-D Video Coding
Extension Development (JCT-3V)1 has finished the stand-
ardization of 3D-high efficiency video coding (3D-
HEVC),2,3 which is state of the art in 3-D video coding.
3D-HEVC is an extension of the HEVC4 standard, providing
all features for 2-D coding and inserting new coding tools to
explore redundancies among encoding views and depth
maps characteristics.

The 3D-HEVC standard adopted the multiview video plus
depth (MVD) data representation5 to enhance the data com-
pression rate.6 In the MVD format, each texture view is asso-
ciated with a depth map, which is captured to provide the
geometrical information of the scene, according to the dis-
tance between the objects and the camera. The depth maps
are composed of 8-bits samples, where darker shades of gray
(values near 0) represent distant objects, whereas lighter
shades of gray (values near of 255) express near objects.
Figure 1 shows (a) a texture view and its associated (b) depth
map extracted from MicroWorld video sequence.7 The moti-
vation for MVD usage is to reduce the bandwidth for a 3-D
video transmission. Instead of requiring a transmission of
many views, only a few views are transmitted, along with
their associated depth maps. In the decoder, a dense set of
virtual views can be synthesized by interpolating texture
and depth data using techniques such as depth image-
based rendering.6

One of the main challenges in the 3D-HEVC develop-
ment process was the generation of high-quality encoded
depth maps. Figure 1 shows that depth maps contain vast
areas of constant values in image background or objects
bodies and sharp edges in objects borders, while texture
shows smooth transitions among the pixels. If only the con-
ventional HEVC tools are used to encode the depth maps,
then depth map edges tend to be smoothed. The HEVC
tools use low-pass filters, which tend to smooth high-
frequency edge regions. The view synthesis process demands
a precise edge information since border distortions should
introduce blocking artifacts, mosquito noise, and edge
blurring.8

JCT-3V included new intraframe prediction tools to deal
with the distinct characteristics between texture and depth
maps. These tools include depth modeling modes (DMMs),9

which are composed of DMM-1 and DMM-4, depth intra-
skip (DIS),10 and segment-wise direct component coding
(SDC).11 DMMs were designed to maintain a high quality
in the encoded edges, DIS focuses on obtaining significant
bitrate savings in homogeneous areas, and SDC is an
alternative to the transforms followed by quantization (TQ)
encoding flow.

The introduction of these tools in 3D-HEVC specification
has allowed the 3D-HEVC to obtain higher efficiency when
encoding depth maps. However, these tools increased
the 3D-HEVC video encoder12 and decoder complexity.
The high complexity and the extremely intensive required
data flow demand dedicated hardware designs to allow the
processing of 3-D videos in embedded consumer electronic
devices, such as cell phones and video cameras. The memory
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system is a central challenge in embedded systems designs,
including video coding applications. Memory is one of
the main circuits responsible for energy consumption, and
the memory communication is commonly a bottleneck of
these systems.13

The DMM-1 encoder and/or decoder increases this
memory problem since they require a high memory commu-
nication and storage as highlighted in our previous work14

(see Sec. 4 for further details). This article presents a set
of high-efficient algorithms to reduce the storage require-
ment for the DMM-1 wedgelets pattern, which can store
all wedgelet patterns required by the 3D-HEVC. A hardware
design of the algorithm with the best compression rate results
is also presented.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 describes
the 3D-HEVC depth intraframe prediction algorithm, focus-
ing on the DMM-1 encoder and decoder. Section 4 shows the
main challenges faced in the DMM-1 implementation related
to the memory issue along with our previous designed sol-
ution to reduce the memory area. Section 5 presents the algo-
rithmic solutions proposed to reduce the memory required
for wedgelets storage. Section 6 shows the algorithm evalu-
ation results comparing the solutions proposed in this article
with related works. Section 7 presents the hardware design
for the best algorithm presented in Sec. 6 and discusses
the impacts of this solution when integrates into a DMM-1
encoder or decoder. Finally, Sec. 8 renders the main conclu-
sions of this work.

2 Related Works
The literature presents few works proposing hardware
designs of DMM-1 tools, including such that require
fewer memory accesses as proposed in this article. Our
previous work15 presented a complete DMM architecture
that simplifies DMM-1 by removing the refinement step
due to the high amount of memory required to store the

refinement wedgelet patterns. Amish and Bourennane16

designed an architecture for encoding bipartition modes in
real time; however, this work does not consider the problem
of DMM-1 wedgelets storage. To the best of our knowledge,
these are the unique published hardware designs regarding
the DMM-1 encoder.

The storage of all wedgelet patterns implies a DMM-1
hardware implementation with high area and power
dissipation.15 To overcome this problem, some works (e.g.,
Refs. 14 and 17) proposed approaches to reduce the area
required for wedgelet patterns storage. Reference 17 pro-
posed an architecture that reduces 27.8% of the memory
size with 0.03% Bjontegaard Delta-rate18 (BD-rate) loss.
This result was obtained storing the entire 16 × 16 wedgelet
patterns and dynamically downsampling these patterns for
other block sizes. This technique can be applied only to
the encoder hardware since it cannot create all available
wedgelets required for decoding a 3D-HEVC compliant
bitstream. Our previous work14 proposes four lightweight
approaches that reduce area consumption, number of
accesses, and power dissipation of the memory used for
the DMM-1 wedgelet patterns storage. All solutions pro-
posed in Ref. 14 can generate the entire wedgelet set and,
consequently, no BD-rate (encoding efficiency) impact is
noticed when those approaches are applied.

3 Depth Maps Intraframe Prediction
The JCT-3V provides a 3D-HEVC Test Model (3D-HTM)19

containing an implementation of the 3D-HEVC encoder and
decoder. The DMM-1 encoding flow described in this work
is based on version 16.2 of the 3D-HTM reference software.
The 3D-HTM was also used in this article to extract the
DMM-1 wedgelets patterns.

The 3D-HEVC depth maps intraframe prediction follows
a similar encoding strategy as HEVC does, using the quad-
tree structure.20 The encoding depth map frame is divided
into several coding tree units (CTUs), which are encoded
one by one. Each CTU should be split into four coding
units (CUs), which can be recursively divided into smaller
CUs until reaching a minimum size defined by the encoder.
Moreover, a CU can also be split into prediction units (PUs),
where intra- and interframe prediction algorithms are applied
to encode it. An intraframe PU can assume sizes ranging
from 4 × 4 to 64 × 64, using only quadratic sizes (i.e., blocks
with the same width and height).

For a given encoding block, Fig. 2 shows a high-level
block diagram of the depth maps intraframe prediction proc-
ess, considering the execution of the 3D-HTM. The encoding
process evaluates all the encoding possibilities considering
their rate-distortion-cost (RD-cost), which is a function
that evaluates both the image quality and the required num-
ber of bits to encode each block. The predictions generated
by all encoding tools are evaluated, and the one with the
lowest RD-cost is selected as the best encoding mode. This
process is called rate-distortion optimization (RDO) and,
since it needs information about the number of required
bits and the reached quality, then all encoder process must
be done for all candidate modes to define which one will
be used to encode each block, implying in a highly complex
process.

The DIS encoding tool21 predictions are directly proc-
essed by the entropy coding to be evaluated by the RDO.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) Texture view and its associated (b) depth map extracted
from MicroWorld video sequence.7
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The DIS tool defines four prediction modes: (i) vertical intra-
prediction mode, (ii) horizontal intraprediction mode,
(iii) vertical single depth mode, and (iv) horizontal single
depth mode. These prediction modes are properly described
in Ref. 21.

The remaining encoding tools require the creation of
a rate-distortion list (RD-list), where the predictions that
will be fully evaluated by the RDO must be inserted. Two
encoding tools can insert modes into this list: (i) HEVC intra-
frame prediction22 and (ii) DMMs (including DMM-1 and
DMM-4).

The HEVC intraframe prediction specifies 35 prediction
modes, i.e., planar, DC, and 33 directional modes. However,
instead of inserting all these modes into the RD-list, the
reference software uses two heuristics to locally evaluate the
modes with a higher probability to have a small RD-cost.
These heuristics are rough mode decision (RMD) and
most probable modes (MPMs). The RMD heuristic com-
pares the available modes employing the sum of absolute
transformed differences (SATD). Only the modes with the
lowest SATDs are inserted into the RD-list. MPM gets the
three MPMs, which can be the modes used in neighbor
blocks or the modes more frequently selected, and inserts
them into the RD-list. Therefore, only a few modes are evalu-
ated by the intense calculation effort required by the full
RD-cost computation.

DMM-1 segments the encoding block in two regions
through a straight line called a wedgelet. All wedgelets
partitions are predefined in the 3D-HEVC specification.
The DMM-1 algorithm evaluates some of the wedgelets and
inserts in the RD-list only the best wedgelet (i.e., the wedge-
let that best-fit with the region evaluated in the depth map)
found among the evaluated ones.

DMM-4 applies a technique called intercomponent pre-
diction, which uses previously encoded information from
the texture view during the depth maps prediction to find
the best partition. The DMM-4 prediction dynamically
creates a partition from the texture information consisting
of arbitrary shapes or even disconnected regions. The
dynamic partitioning increases the compression efficiency

since the bitstream does not need to carry partitioning
information.

After generating the DMM-1 and DMM-4 predictions,
the prediction with best DMM-1 mode and the result of
DMM-4 can be inserted into the RD-list. All modes inserted
into the RD-list are evaluated using TQ and SDC.23

Subsequently, the RD-costs are obtained using entropy
coding in the TQ, SDC, and DIS results.

3.1 Depth Modeling Mode-1 Encoding Algorithm
As previously described, the DMM-1 algorithm segments
the blocks into two regions using a wedgelet. Regarding a
continuous space, as exemplified in Fig. 3(a), a straight-line
equation can represent and store a wedgelet. However,
regarding a discrete space, the wedgelet is stored in an array
with N × N elements (N is the width and height of the
block). Each element has the constant partition value (CPV)
“0” or “1” to represent the regions “0” or “1,” respectively.24
Figure 3(b) exemplifies a binary pattern defining the regions
“0” and “1” in an 8 × 8 block.

Figure 4 shows a high-level diagram of the DMM-1
encoding algorithm following 3D-HTM.19 For a didactic
purpose, this article splits DMM-1 flow into three stages:
(i) main stage, (ii) refinement stage, and (iii) residue stage.

The main stage evaluates the initial wedgelet set (i.e.,
wedgelets that must be assessed before the refinement
stage) and finds the best wedgelet pattern among the avail-
able ones, which are stored into the wedgelet memory
(WMem).

In the prediction step, the DMM-1 algorithm starts com-
puting the average values of all samples mapped into regions
“0” and “1.” Subsequently, the algorithm generates the pre-
dicted block mapping the average values obtained earlier,
according to the wedgelet pattern.

Next, the distortion step applies a distortion criterion to
identify the similarity of the predicted block compared to
the encoded one. The 3D-HTM reference software uses
the synthesized view distortion change25 as the distortion cri-
terion; however, real-time hardware implementations often
use the sum of absolute differences (SAD) as distortion cri-
terion due to its coding efficacy allied to the reduced area and
power costs.15 Finally, all distortions are compared, and the
pattern with the lowest distortion defines the best wedgelet.

The refinement stage evaluates up to eight wedgelets
around the selected one in the previous operation, i.e., with
the smallest distortion among the patterns. Again, a predicted
block is generated for each wedgelet pattern, and they are
compared using a distortion criterion. The wedgelet

(b)(a)

Fig. 3 Wedgelet segmentation model of a depth block with (a) a
straight-line splitting regions “0” and “1” and (b) a discretization
with constant values.15

Fig. 2 Main blocks and flow of the 3D-HEVC depth maps intraframe
prediction.12
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obtaining the lowest distortion among these evaluated
wedgelets is elected as the best one. Finally, the residue
stage subtracts the original block from the predicted one
and adds this wedgelet into the RD-list.

Figure 5 exemplifies the DMM-1 main stage for a 4 × 4
depth block, along with the evaluation of three wedgelet pat-
terns supposing SAD as the distortion criterion. The DMM-1
prediction process encodes the depth block sample according
to the evaluated wedgelet (i.e., patterns a, b, and c). This pro-
cedure maps the pixels of the block sample in one of the two
regions.

Subsequently, the prediction step computes the average
value of all pixels in each region, obtaining the CPV of
each region (e.g., the CPVof regions “0” and “1” of pattern
a are 64 and 76, respectively). The distortion step calculates
the difference between the original and the predicted depth
block. The SAD of all patterns is attained, and finally, the
pattern b is selected since it has the lowest SAD.

3.2 DMM-1 Decoding Algorithm
The DMM-1 decoding algorithm is much simpler than the
encoding one. Figure 6 exemplifies the decoding of the 4 ×
4 depth block employed in Sec. 3.1. For a given block size,
the input of the DMM-1 decoding algorithm requires the
number of the selected pattern, the CPV of each region,
and the residue block.

While the encoding process requires the evaluation of the
entire WMem or at least the initial set, the decoding process
requires the access of only the wedgelet indexed by the
received pattern number, retrieving the DMM-1 pattern
selected in the encoding process. The CPV of each region
is mapped into this DMM-1 pattern to reconstruct the pre-
dicted block. Finally, the residues are added to the predicted
block, generating the reconstructed depth block.

4 Memory Challenges and Previous Works
This section aims to describe some motivational context
behind the design of our algorithms. Section 4.1 describes
the memory challenges imposed by DMM-1 when designing
a system and applying this algorithm, demonstrating that
memory reduction solution is necessary. Moreover, Sec. 4.2
details our previous work that implements lossless DMM-1
memory reduction techniques.

Fig. 4 Main blocks of the DMM-1 encoding algorithm.

Fig. 5 Example of a 4 × 4 depth block encoding with the DMM-1
algorithm.15

Fig. 6. Example of a 4 × 4 depth block decoding with the DMM-1
algorithm.
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4.1 Memory Challenges
One of the bottlenecks in DMM-1 hardware design is the
efficient storage of all wedgelet patterns due to the large
number of allowed patterns. The 3D-HTM software stores
all wedgelet patterns without compression using N × N
bits for each pattern to fulfill the beginning of the encoder
or decoder execution. 3D-HTM uses this strategy to keep
high performance during software execution. However,
this strategy is highly inefficient when the DMM-1 encoder
or decoder is implemented in a dedicated hardware design.

Figure 7 shows that the DMM-1 implemented inside 3D-
HTM requires 183,264 bits to store all wedgelet patterns of
all block sizes. Notice that the wedgelet patterns of 32 × 32
blocks are not stored because they are obtained upscaling
the wedgelets of 16 × 16 blocks. Furthermore, the DMM-1
encoder algorithm implemented in 3D-HTM requires frequent
access to the wedgelet patterns, implying in a significant
power dissipation caused by the memory accesses. Thus,
essential requirements for dedicated DMM-1 encoder design
are memory size reduction and efficient memory access.

A DMM-1 encoder implementation can remove wedge-
lets from WMem to reduce the total size. Examples of
this approach are in (i) Ref. 17 that removes some wedgelets
downsampling the wedgelets of bigger block sizes and
(ii) Ref. 14 that excludes wedgelet refinements. However,
the encoder wedgelets reduction degrades the coding effi-
ciency, compromising the BD-rate. Additionally, the correct
decoding of a 3D-HEVC bitstream demands the knowledge
of all wedgelet patterns; therefore, these two solutions cannot
be applied to the decoder.

4.2 Proposed Solutions in Our Previous Works
Our previous work14 proposed four lossless techniques to
reduce theWMem size required to store the wedgelet patterns:
(i) first bit and change (FB&C), (ii) Huffman code, (iii) block
change map (BCM), and (iv) line change map (LCM).
Independently of the used encoding technique, the wedgelets
are statically encoded, and once stored into the WMem, they
remain the same during the entire system execution.

4.2.1 First bit and change algorithm

FB&C algorithm is grounded in the fact that DMM-1 divides
each block into two and only two regions. Thus, DMM-1
does not represent interlaced ones and zeros in a single
line leading to an inefficient storage model if N × N bits
are stored per pattern. For example, in a 4 × 4 block, each
line should never contain the pattern “0010” because no

wedgelet can describe such line. It happens because the
DMM-1 algorithm was designed for partitioning and
encoding blocks into two regions using a straight line.
Consequently, patterns containing more than one change of
region in a line are forbidden. Thus, N × N blocks allow only
2 × N lines in the DMM-1 patterns.

Table 1 presents all allowed lines for 4 × 4 blocks along
with the respective FB&C codes. Note that half of the bits
combination (patterns) is forbidden.

Figure 8(a) shows the FB&C technique that codifies each
pattern copying the first bit content of the original pattern to
the coded one. Let RB be the number of remaining bits
required for coding a line of the N × N block, which can
be obtained applying Eq. (1). Then, RB specifies in how
many subsequent bits the coded line will change to the
other region. Figure 8(b) shows two encoding examples
of 8 × 8 block lines. The first example shows how to encode
the “00000011” line with FB&C representation. The first bit
“0” is just copied, and the encoding algorithm seeks for the
first occurrence of “1,” i.e., in the fifth position. Then, the
value 5 (related to the fifth position) is stored after the
first bit, completing the FB&C representation of the first
example. The second example shows a line containing
only a single region of “1s.” Therefore, the FB&C codifies
this line copying the first bit followed by the N − 1 value (7)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;243RB ¼ log2ðNÞ: (1)

Fig. 7 Number of wedgelets evaluated by the DMM-1 algorithm and the storage requirements.

Table 1 FB&C coding for line patterns of a 4 × 4 block.

Allowed line FB&C code

0111 000

0011 001

0001 010

0000 011

1000 100

1100 101

1110 110

1111 111
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4.2.2 Huffman code

Huffman code is a traditional algorithm in data compression
field, which creates a prefix binary code tree with minimum
expected code-word length.26 In this work, Huffman works
reducing the representation of the most-frequent used lines
and increasing the representation of the less-frequent used
lines. The statistical analysis to create the Huffman code
tree is performed statically because wedgelets are predefined
before the encoding execution and then a statistical analysis
at runtime is not necessary.

Table 2 shows the allowed lines, its occurrence probabil-
ity (extracted from the static analysis of all wedgelets pat-
terns), and the Huffman code for all possible patterns of
4 × 4 block lines. One can notice that “0000” and “1111”
are the most often used patterns being represented by only
2 bits, while “0011” and “0001,” which are the less often
patterns, are represented by 5 bits, resulting in a reduction
in the storage requirements.

Equation (2) describes the average line size (ALS) used
to represent each line when applying Huffman code, where
pðiÞ is the probability of appearing sample i and length
[HuffmanCode(i)] is the number of bits used for representing
the Huffman code of the sample i. For instance, ALS is
2.884 bits in the 4 × 4 block example, while FB&C algo-
rithm required 3 bits per encoded line

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;331ALS ¼
X2×N

i¼1

pðiÞ × length½Huffman CodeðiÞ�: (2)

4.2.3 Block change map algorithm

BCM is an algorithm planned to reduce the entropy of the
wedgelet patterns employing an auxiliary matrix containing
the differences between subsequent wedgelets.

For each wedgelet coding, the BCM algorithm stores the
wedgelet patterns read from the standard WMem into the
patternkþ1 buffer. Additionally, the content of the patternkþ1

is copied to the patternk buffer. Consequently, patternkþ1

contains the most recently read wedgelet, whereas patternk
contains the previous one.

The algorithm fills an auxiliary matrix of bits with the
comparison between patternk and patternkþ1. The positions
containing a change are signalized with “1” while the
remaining positions are signalized with “0.” Subsequently,
the algorithm applies Huffman code to the content of this
matrix, producing the wedgelet coded in BCM format.
The exception occurs only in the first wedgelet since at
the first time only patternkþ1 contains a valid pattern;
thus, the algorithm applies Huffman code on the content
of patternkþ1 instead of the auxiliary matrix.

The coded patterns are stored into the coded WMem
reducing the storage requirement significantly when com-
pared to the approach that uses only Huffman code, as
demonstrated in the section of experimental results.

Figure 9 shows a block diagram of the BCM architecture,
exemplifying the coding of the first two 4 × 4 wedgelet pat-
terns. This example applies “Huffman” to encode the first
wedgelet pattern. Subsequently, the “change bitmap gener-
ator” fills the auxiliary matrix comparing bit by bit the
first wedgelet with the subsequent one, resulting in a single
bit difference. The content of the matrix is encoded using
Huffman. Finally, all encoded data are inserted into the
coded WMem. Remark that the output of Huffman code
is different from the one presented in Table 2 because
BCM produces other probabilities of patterns occurrence.

4.2.4 Line change map algorithm

LCM algorithm works similarly to the BCM algorithm; how-
ever, LCM generates a bitmap change for each line, explor-
ing the vertical redundancies between all lines of all blocks
of the same size, i.e., the algorithm connects all wedgelets
considering that the first line of a subsequent wedgelet
needs to be compared with the last line of the previous
wedgelet pattern. Instead of having patternk, patternkþ1,
and auxiliary matrix, LCM algorithm requires only vectors
as buffers and, thus, corresponding the analogous linek,
linekþ1, and auxiliary vector, respectively. Notice that BCM
algorithm reads only lines from the standardWMem; in addi-
tion, it stores only coded lines into the coded WMem.

Fig. 8 (a) FB&C encoding model and (b) two pattern examples for 8 × 8 blocks.

Table 2 Occurrence probability and Huffman code for the allowed
lines of 4 × 4 blocks.

Allowed lines Probability (%) Huffman code

0111 6.10 0001

0011 5.81 00001

0001 6.10 00000

0000 21.52 10

1000 12.50 010

1100 15.12 001

1110 12.50 011

1111 20.35 11
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Figure 10 shows an example of this technique applied to
the five first lines of the standard WMem regarding 4 × 4
block sizes, which implies the coding of two subsequent
wedgelets.

5 DMM-1 Memory Reduction Techniques
This section presents three advanced techniques proposed in
this article to increase the compression of the wedgelet pat-
terns when compared with the previous solutions. The tech-
niques are: (i) block line change map (B-LCM), (ii) dual first
bit and change (D-FB&C) algorithm, and (iii) ending rows
removal (ERR). All these techniques reduce the memory size
maintaining all wedgelet patterns in the WMem, i.e., without
affecting the encoded video quality, bitrate, or decoding
process. Section 6 presents a detailed evaluation of these
techniques.

5.1 Block Line Change Map Algorithm
LCM algorithm14 groups logically the wedgelet list before
performing the bitmap change. When the first line pattern

of a subsequent wedgelet differs significantly from the
last line pattern of its predecessor wedgelet, the change
bitmap generator produces more bit-changes, reducing the
encoding efficiency. B-LCM was proposed to mitigate this
problem, as an improvement of the LCM algorithm. B-LCM
applies FB&C to encode the first line of all wedgelets, and
the remaining lines of each wedgelet are encoded using
LCM. This procedure makes the encoding of the wedgelet
pattern independent from previous or subsequent patterns.

5.2 Dual First Bit and Change Algorithm
FB&C14 is grounded on the fact that DMM-1 cannot contain
interlaced ones and zeros in a single row, enabling to explore
horizontal redundancies. However, the same restriction
(inexistence of interlaced ones and zeros) occurs in the pat-
terns columns. Thus, D-FB&C was proposed to explore both
horizontal and vertical redundancies. Figure 11(a) exempli-
fies this coding technique in an 8 × 8 block size, where the
first bit of the block is stored without compression; then,
the first column of the block is encoded with the position

Fig. 9 Block diagram of the BCM architecture exemplifying the coding of two 4 × 4 wedgelet patterns.

Fig. 10 Block diagram of the LCM architecture exemplifying the coding of five lines of the 4 × 4 wedgelet
patterns. Line buffers are filled for generating the L5 coded line.
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of the first bit-change (similar to the explanation of FB&C),
which happens in the second bit of the first column of the
example. Therefore, each line of the pattern is inserted
into the memory being encoded with the position of the
bit-change as FB&C does; however, without requiring the
storage of the first bit of each row, since the encoded first
column can provide this information.

5.3 Ending Rows Removal Technique
ERR is a technique planned to reduce the storage area
removing consecutive vectors with the same bit pattern,
especially when large blocks are encoded. The technique
is based on two aspects: (i) DMM-1 defines only a single
bit variation in each row or column and (ii) this variation
may result in many consecutive rows or columns with the
same pattern. Specifically, the ERR technique is applied
for rows removal, but it could be applied to columns reduc-
tion, due to the symmetrical characteristics of the blocks and
wedgelets.

Let ðRj; CkÞ be the row–column pair representing the
position of a bit inside a block with 1 ≤ j ≤ N and
1 ≤ k ≤ N, then C1 and CN represent the leftmost and right-
most columns of the block, respectively. Whenever a wedge-
let crosses C1 or CN, there is at least one row with a pattern
where all bits are equal (i.e., all bits of the row are “0s” or
“1s”). Additionally, there is a bit-change (i.e., “0” → “1” or
“1” → “0”) for each crossing. Considering these bit-changes
represented by the pairs ðRa; C1Þ and ðRb; CNÞ, then any and
all row between MaxðRa; RbÞ and RN have the same pattern
where all bits are equal, allowing to apply the ERR tech-
nique. Based on this observation, the ERR algorithm
skips adding information into WMem when all subsequent
rows have the same pattern of the current one.

Figure 12 exemplifies three wedgelet patterns for 8 × 8
blocks. Figure 12(a) shows a wedgelet pattern that crosses
only one column, the rightmost one (CN), whose bit-change
is placed in the pair ðR5; C8Þ; thus, all rows from R5 to R8

have the same pattern “11111111.” Figure 12(b) exemplifies
a wedgelet pattern with bit-changes placed on pairs (3, 1) and
(5, 8); since Max(3, 5) is 5, rows 5 to 8 have the same pattern.
However, Fig. 12(c) shows a wedgelet pattern that does
not cross the columns C1 and CN ; in this case, there is no
occurrence of repeated patterns.

The ERR technique can be applied together with all other
encoding algorithms. This article signalizes this technique
inserting the symbol (þ) after the basic encoding algorithm;
for instance, D-FB&C+ means that ERR technique is applied
together with D-FB&C.

Figure 13 shows the same wedgelet pattern of Fig. 11 to
compare FB&C, D-FB&C, and D-FB&C+, considering an
8 × 8 block. The example shows that D-FB&C+ reduces
12 bits in relation to D-FB&C, representing 42.8% of com-
pression for this 8 × 8 block. In addition, when D-FB&C+ is

Fig. 11 D-FB&C encoding example with an 8 × 8 wedgelet pattern.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12 (a)–(c) Example of wedgelet patterns for 8 × 8 blocks.

Fig. 13 The same wedgelet pattern of Fig. 11 codified with FB&C, D-FB&C, and D-FB&C+.
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compared to FB&C, which does not explore vertical redun-
dancies, it reduces by half the memory required to store that
pattern (i.e., from 32 to 16 bits).

6 Evaluation of the Proposed Algorithms
All wedgelets patterns employed on the experimental results
were extracted from 3D-HTM, and the proposed solutions
were implemented using MATLAB®. Additionally,
D-FB&C+ was implemented using 65-nm CMOS technol-
ogy to extract synthesis results.

Table 3 shows the number of bits required to store all
wedgelets patterns of all block sizes of the standard
DMM-1, the proposals of Refs. 14, 15, and 17, and the sol-
utions proposed in this work. In addition, the ERR technique
was evaluated with FB&C, B-LCM, and D-FB&C (i.e.,
FB&C+, B-LCM+, and D-FB&C+). Notice that all memory
compression techniques proposed in this article do not
change the 3D-HEVC processing flow. Our solutions only
reduce the WMem size maintaining 0% of BD-rate and, con-
sequently, minimizing the required bandwidth between the
encoder/decoder with the WMem.

Figure 14 shows the impact of the presented compression
solutions using the standard DMM-1 as reference. In the
downsampling solution proposed in Ref. 17, only the total
compression rate is presented since it removes the memory
area required for storing 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 wedgelet patterns,
maintaining all wedgelet patterns for 16 × 16 blocks. B-
LMC improves the LCM algorithm increasing more than
2% the compression rate. D-FB&C provides almost 5%
gains when compared to FB&C because of its vertical-
aware propriety. The ERR technique applied to FB&C,
B-LCM, and D-FB&C increases 9.3% the compression rate,
in average. Additionally, D-FB&C+ reaches a total memory
reduction of 78.8% compared to the standard approach; con-
sequently, D-FB&C+ is the best compression result among
all solutions proposed in this work and also among all
published works.

D-FB&C+ provides 1.9% of compression gains in rela-
tion to BCM, which is the best-designed algorithm in our
previous work.14 Also, the D-FB&C+ implementation is
much more straightforward than BCM, because BCM needs
to implement the BCM block, which requires lots of arith-
metical operations, while D-FB&C+ can be implemented
with a simple lookup table (for D-FB&C) combined with
control mechanisms to implement ERR. Therefore, the
results of the techniques presented in this article surpass
all solutions available in the literature focusing on WMem

Table 3 Number of bits required to store all wedgelets.

Work Algorithm 4 × 4 8 × 8 16 × 16 Total
BD-rate
(%)

Standard 1376 51,328 130,560 183,264 0.00

17 Downsampling 0 0 130,560 130,560 0.05

15 No refinement 928 20,096 98,304 119,328 0.25

14 Huffman 991 23,503 34,298 58,792 0.00

BCM 761 14,428 27,175 42,364 0.00

LCM 1086 22,301 27,108 50,495 0.00

FB&C 1032 25,664 40,800 67,496 0.00

This work B-LCM 865 19,944 25,259 46,068 0.00

D-FB&C 946 22,456 35,190 58,592 0.00

FB&C+ 825 17,256 24,225 42,306 0.00

B-LCM+ 755 17,107 21,700 39,562 0.00

D-FB&C+ 808 16,150 21,930 38,888 0.00

Fig. 14 Compression rates for all stored patterns of all proposed techniques.
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reduction, including our previous works, and without encod-
ing efficiency losses (i.e., 0% of BD-rate impacts).
Considering the described solutions and the evaluated
results, we recommend the designers to use the D-FB&C+
when developing a DMM-1 encoder and/or decoder hard-
ware design to obtain more WMem compression with low
complex implementation.

7 D-FB&C+ Hardware Implementation
This section presents the D-FB&C+ hardware implementa-
tion. The D-FB&C+ algorithm was chosen to be imple-
mented in hardware because it is the most efficient technique
for wedgelets compression, as presented in Sec. 6.

The D-FB&C+ can be implemented with a lightweight
hardware due to the low complexity of this algorithm. The
D-FB&C+ coded wedgelet is generated in an offline process,
as explained previously. These codes are stored in the
WMem and remain the same during the system execution.
Then, any DMM-1 encoder or decoder designed in hardware
requires only an additional hardware to support the D-FB&C
+ decoding, since when the DMM-1 encoder or decoder
requires a wedgelet from WMem, the coded wedgelet must
be decoded to be used.

The standard WMem contains all wedgelets in the
uncompressed format defined by the 3D-HEVC standard,
as shown in Fig. 7. These wedgelets can be directly assessed
by the DMM-1 encoder or decoder. The solution proposed in
this article defines that the wedgelets are stored in a com-
pressed way inside WMem. Then, an extra hardware (the
D-FB&C+ decoder) is necessary between the WMem and
the DMM-1 encoder and decoder. The D-FB&C+ decoder,
besides reducing the WMem, also reduces the memory com-
munication since the flow between the memory and the
encoder/decoder is of compressed wedgelets. Notice that
both the DMM-1 encoder and decoder can share a single
hardware containing the decoder of the compressed data
(i.e., D-FB&C+ decoder) if they are inside the same inte-
grated circuit.

A D-FB&C+ decoder architecture was designed using
very high speed integrated circuits hardware description
language to evaluate the area consumption and power

dissipation, considering the DMM-1 encoder scenario.
Figure 15 shows the block diagram of the proposed
architecture.

As described in Secs. 5.2 and 5.3, the D-FB&C+ algo-
rithm stores the wedgelet pattern in an irregular format.
The first bit of the D-FB&C+ format is the bit of the top
left corner of the wedgelet pattern block, and the following
bits are grouped into sets of log2ðNÞ-bit (“lCodes”) to code
bit-changes in the rows and columns of the block. Notice that
lCode size depends on the block size is being decoded;
for instance, lCode is 3-bit size for 8 × 8 blocks since N is
8 and log2ðNÞ is 3. Therefore, this section exemplifies the
D-FB&C+ decoder considering 8 × 8 blocks.

The D-FB&C+ decoder has a one-byte register
(“InputReg”) that receives 8 bits from the coded WMem.
Due to the irregular format of the D-FB&C+, in the first read-
ing, the InputReg stores the first coded bit of the block, two
lCodes, plus one bit that is part of the third lCode. The first
lCode indicates the line of the first column where the
bit-change occurs and the second lCode indicates the posi-
tion of the bit-change in the first row. This last bit of
InputReg is not handled in this first reading since the third
lCode is incomplete. However, this remaining bit together
with the next byte reading allows the construction of three
more lCodes.

The “ControlUnit” circuit controls the bitstream read
from the coded WMem to keep updated the information
being received and check if a rereading of the WMem is
required to complete the wedgelet pattern decoding. Thus,
the reading of the coded WMem follows as long as there
are wedgelet patterns that should be read by the D-FB&C+
decoder.

Decoding the pattern requires an output matrix
(“OutMatrix”) that must have the size of the block being
decompressed. In practice, this matrix must have the largest
block size to be decompressed (i.e., 16 × 16), since smaller
blocks are stored within this same area.

ControlUnit copies the first bit of the InputReg into a one-
bit auxiliary register (“AuxB”) and the next lCode into an
auxiliary register (“AuxCol”) that stores the number of the
row where occurs the bit-change in the first column. All sub-
sequent lCodes encode the bit-change position in each row of

Fig. 15 Partial block diagram of the D-FB&C+ decoder architecture.
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the block (rowBlock); thus, ControlUnit copies this data into
a register (“AddressReg”) that addresses a pattern memory
(“PattMem”) containing the wedgelet pattern of a row.
Similarly, to the coded WMem, the PattMem is also filled
only once during the design time.

The output row of PattMem passes by a vector of con-
trolled inverters (ci) that maintain the pattern or invert all
bits. The vector of cis is managed by a circuit (cci) that
reads AuxB and AuxCol and, according to both information,
decides if the patterns have to be inverted. For instance, if
AuxB ¼ 0 and the AuxCol > rowBlock, the pattern is pre-
served; however, if AuxB ¼ 1 and the AuxCol > rowBlock,
the pattern is inverted. We chose to implement this inversion
circuit to reduce in half the PattMem size because half of the
wedgelet patterns are complementary to the ones presented
in Fig. 15.

All patterns passing by the vector of cis are stored
into OutMatrix, and the process of reading new lCodes is
repeated until the pointer of the OutMatrix row is smaller
than the height of the block is being decoded.

The D-FB&C+ decoder architecture was synthesized
using standard cells ST 65-nm technology, and the area
consumption and power dissipation of the WMem were esti-
mated using CACTI.27 The parameters used in the synthesis
were focused on achieving real-time processing in the
DMM-1 main stage. Table 4 shows the area consumption
and power dissipation results and compares the proposed
solution to the standard approach.

First, notice that the WMem area required for 16 × 16 and
32 × 32 blocks storage is the same because the wedgelet
patterns for 32 × 32 blocks are obtained from the same
memory information employed on 16 × 16 blocks, and it
is just required to upscale the patterns. Moreover, the circuits
employed on 32 × 32 blocks encoding dissipate less power
than 16 × 16 blocks because there are four times less 32 × 32
blocks in a frame than 16 × 16 blocks and both require
the same computation effort.

Regarding 4 × 4 blocks, our proposal reduces the dissi-
pated power by only 2.4% when compared to the standard
approach, because the power dissipation of the decoder
is considerably high. Additionally, the hardware of the
D-FB&C+ decoder has an extra area overhead implying
our solution consumes 13.7% more area than the standard
approach.

Regarding blocks ≥8 × 8, the gains of the D-FB&C+ sol-
ution are expressive reducing between 63.1% and 73.2% the

area consumption and between 67.6% and 77.5% the power
dissipation, even considering the hardware overhead of the
D-FB&C+ decoder. Considering the coding of all block
sizes, the D-FB&C+ approach reduces the power dissipation
from 628.4 to 157.2 mW when compared to the standard
approach, which represents a reduction of almost 75%.

8 Conclusions
This article presented three lossless techniques to compress
the memory used for wedgelet storage in 3D-HEVC.
The standard 3D-HEVC DMM-1 WMem requires more
than 180 kbits, which hinder the design of a low-power
and/or low-area DMM-1 encoder or decoder architecture.
Therefore, we proposed three techniques to achieve good
results in reducing the hardware power dissipation and the
hardware consumption. Our best results were obtained
using D-FB&C+ that combines the D-FB&C technique,
which explores both vertical and horizontal redundancies
inside the wedgelet pattern, and the ERR technique, which
focuses on removing repeated lines at the end of the block
containing the wedgelet pattern. D-FB&C+ reduces 78.8%
of the WMem size, representing more than 144 kbits of
reduction. This huge compression rate, besides reduces
the wedgelets memory size, also reduces the bandwidth
required for memory communication. The presented hard-
ware design for the D-FB&C+ algorithm showed a power
reduction of up to 77.5% when compared with a standard
implementation and with a smaller area consumption.
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